Introduction
From the standpoint of polymer physics or polymer chemistry, the relaxation spectrum provides an intrinsic material characterization not modulated by particular laboratory test variations.
Furthermore, it may be desirable to relate molecular parameters such as chain composition and conformation to the spectrum rather than a particular response curve.
An additional need for knowledge of spectral functions may arise in some engineering problems.
While it is not always necessary from an engineering standpoint to determine the relaxation or creep spectrum for stress analysis problems, it is at times convenient to characterize viscoelastic material functions by a finite Prony or Dirichlet series
R(t) = R, + 2 r&-t/r, n=l
where R is the response to a step stress or strain and R, is the response at infinite time.
Schapery' proposed a collocation method based on minimization of the square error for the determination of the coefficients r, when the characteristic times 7n. are chosen arbitrarily t.hroughout the transition region of the material.
It turns out that when the number of terms in the series (1) is increased in order to improve the smoothness of the representation some of the coefficients r,, are negative.
Th e d ynamic properties derived from such a series could be physically unrealistic.
In such a case, knowledge of t,he spectral functions would provide a rational means to derive from it positive coefficients by a straightforward integration.
Mathematical Preliminaries
Because it is not possible to devise a test for the determination of the spectra, they must be calculated from material responses measured in particular test histories.
In general, the material response
jvhere H(7) is the spectral function and B&T) is a function of relaxation time 7 and time measure z (time or frequency). To demonstrate this let us write eq. (2) becomes more ill-conditioned as its size N increases' if B&T) has exponential character.
The ill condition manifests itself in that its elements alternate in size and become vary large, leading, in the inversion process, to small differences of large numbers.
In terms of the solution Hi this means that small changes in the vector components Rj may result in large changes in the resultants Hi by virtue of the relation
To improve this situation we define the square relative error
* Practically speaking, it has been found that approximately two decades to either side of the transition region are sufficient.
and the second-order difference
as a measure of the curvature of H(r) with respect to 7. It will be recalled that E = E(H,) is related to the Hi by eq. (4). It would be desirable to minimize the square error E with respect to the numbers Hi. If the curvature of the function H(T) were known, this would lead to the well-known variational problem with a constraint which can be treated by the method of Lagrange multipliers. Since the curvature is not known, one might still expect to obtain satisfactory results by minimizing the linear combination
and treat X as an unknown constant to be chosen more or less arbitrarily rather than through prescription of the curvature constraint.
In effect one minimizes thus a linear combination of the square error and the local curvature.* Under consideration of eq. 
Sample Calculations for the Relaxation Modulus
In order to test the solution method, it is necessary to obtain an exact solution of a typical response function for comparison.
For this purpose we have chosen the function
R(1) = (E, -E,)/(l + t/Q = J m H(7)e-tfr(d7/7)
which equation has as the solution the modified power law for the relaxation spectrum E, -E, 3-0 n H(7)=--0 r(n) 7
(polr with E, and E, as the glassy and equilibrium modulus, respectively. In Figure 1 we show a comparison of results using eq. (14) as the test data at N, = 43 points to calculate H(T) at N = 39 points, for different values of the smoothing factor X. If the curvature constraint is eliminated (X = 0) so that the procedure reduces to one of minimizing the square error without any curvature constraint, the solution oscillates considerably while even a small value of X improves the solution considerably.* Another factor which influences the solution is the range of relaxation times.
This range must be large enough to include the range over which the spectrum is essentially nonzero, yet one may not be too liberal in this choice, particularly at small values for 7. The * The values of X are so small here because all the data is normalized by the relaxation modulus values Rj = R(t,). reason for this limitation is the behavior of the inverse of the matrix [M], eq. (13). In the region of small 7 the function R(t) has a plateau and the problem becomes one of determining locally the solution for H(T) which renders R(t) nearly a constant. This solution is very sensitive to round-off errors in [Ml-l and the accuracy of the prescribed values of R(t).
Indeed, in the case of experimentally determined functions R(1) it may be necessary to locally smooth the data numerically. Figure 2 gives a comparison of the numerical solution (X = 10m6) with the exact one along with two approximations of the WidderPost formula.
Note that the approximate solutions are close to the exact one to the right of the maximum where the numerical solution is locally less adequate though close on the average.
The latter compares very well with the exact solution near the peak, whereas the approximate solutions achieve peak values considerably lower than either of the other solutions.
It appears thus that a combination of the two solution methods might give good results.
A calculation of the error as presented in Figure 3 shows further that the numerical solution has a nearly vanishing mean error while the two approximations have small but constant errors.
Application to Creep Compliance
The creep compliance may be written in spectral form as Equation (17) is of the same form as eq. (14) and could therefore, in principle, be solved in the same way as before.
As a first test case we have chosen the mathematical relation D,,,(t) = l/~%(t) which, physically speaking, is only an approximation, E,.,(T) being given by the power law (14) I&l(t) = E, + R(t). changed the character of the solution.
A second attempt was made using the measured properties for the equivoluminal composition of Solithane 113* with the same result of an unstable solution.
Inasmuch as the integral equations (14) and (17) are the same and the function R(t) decreases in both cases monotonically with time in a very similar manner, the distinction between solvable and unsolvable equations may be rather fine. It is generally accepted that relaxation spectra increase rapidly with T and decrease slowly after the peak is passed whereas the converse is true for the retardation spectrum. of the relaxation spectra is feasible and is not feasible if the spectrum has the characterist,ics of the retardation spectrum.
Conclusion
We have attempted to automate the determination of spectral distribution functions from experimental data using relatively simple numerical techniques.
Although the straightforward numerical solution of the singular integral equations always leads to unstable solutions the introduction of a smoothness constraint leads to acceptable solutions if the spectra are of the relaxation type but not if they are of the retardation type.
While the quality of the numerical solution may not be much better than that of standard approximate methods, it should be borne in mind that the current method lends itself, where applicable, to routine calculation and circumvents to a large degree the guesswork and subjective interpretation associated with other approximate mebhods.
